
Flow Meter

M168007 M168008

No Drip No Drip

Iron Pipe
Hose Pipe

Rubber Cover
Buy separately

Flow Meter Features:
1. The minimum display unit is 0.001 L.
2. The minimum unit in calibration mode is 0.001 CC.
3. Low battery indicator. It will light on LCD if the battery is low.
4. One AA battery. The meter with power saving function.
5. TOTAL function. That maximum memory is 99999 liters.
6. SPEED function. It can show the speed of liquid.

Note :
M168007 & M168008 is for lubricating, can't be used for petrol or diesel.
You can adopt this mode If it's need use for petrol or diesel.
Every flow meter can be used for lubricating, petrol and diesel.
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G007 G008

There are five colors can be selected.

No Drip

Iron Pipe

No Drip

Hose Pipe

Trigger

Trigger Lock

Swivel Joint

Oil Gun

Filter

Oil Gun Features:
1. Maximum Pressure is 1000 PSI.
2. Oil inlet joint is ½"PT.
3. There are five color can be selected.
4. No Drip. It is a automatic valve to prevent the oil dripping after using.
5. Swivel Joint. It will rotate together with the hose and prevent hose knotted.
6. Filter. It is in between Oil Gun and Swivel Joint.
7. Trigger. It's only need one finger to control the oil supply start or stop.
8. Trigger Lock. It can lock the trigger to cntinuous oil supply.
9. It is very beautiful since the aluminum alloy surface has been processed to polish.

Weight: 448g
Volume: 193x109x30mm

M168007 M168008Swivel Joint
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Rubber Cover
Buy separately
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Oil Pump

Control Room

Cylinder

Outlet
½” PT

P5200 P550 P5000

Product model
Net weight
Length suction tube
Diameter suction tube
Compression ratio
Air inlet connection
Oil outlet connection
Temperature oil delivered
Working air pressure
Oil outlet pressure
Main material

44 mm
5 : 1

F 1/4" PT
F 1/2" PT
-10 ~ 50 °C
90 ~ 110 PSI
450 ~ 550 PSI

Aluminum & Iron

P5200
7236 g
985 mm

P550
5285 g
483 mm

P5000
8147 g

-
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Special Design :
1. Oil and gas separation : Oil will
not be contaminated by moisture of
compressed air.
2. Easy maintenance: Maintenance
pump control room as long as open
the four screws.
3. Airtight metal : Use metal replace
of rubber. No gap is between the
two metals which replace rubber to
seal gap. That can increase the
service life because metal more
wear-resistant than rubber.

Scope of application :
P5200 is suitable for oil
transmission from a large oil drum.
P550 is suitable for oil transmission
from a small oil drum.
P5000 is suitable for oil
transmission from a large oil tank.



Oil Equipment

P5200 P5000P550

Choose a pump

M168007

With oil meter

M168008

With oil meter

G007

No Drip

Iron Pipe

G008

No Drip

Hose Pipe

Choose a nozzle

Oil hose Hose reelAir regulator

Pick out and buy
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Grease Pump

Control Room

Cylinder

Outlet
½” PT

P60200 P6050 Special Design :
1. Oil and gas separation : Oil will not be contaminated
bymoisture of compressed air.
2. Easymaintenance:Maintenance pump control
room as long as open the four screws.
3. Airtightmetal : Usemetal replace of rubber. No gap
is between the twometals which replace rubber to
seal gap. That can increase the service life because
metal more wear-resistant than rubber.

Scope of application:
P60200 is suitable for Grease transmission from a
large Grease drum.
P6050 is suitable for Grease transmission from a
small Grease drum.

Product model
Net weight
Length suction tube
Diameter suction tube
Compression ratio
Air inlet connection
Grease outlet connection
Temperature oil delivered
Working air pressure
Grease outlet pressure
Main material

44 mm
60 : 1

F 1/4" PT
F 1/4" PT
-10 ~ 50 °C
90 ~ 110 PSI

5400 ~ 6600 PSI
Aluminum & Iron

P60200
7878 g
990 mm

P6050
5753 g
490 mm

Note: The compression ratio is 60 :1. Don't let the air pressure is over 110 PSI.
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Pneumatic Grease Pump
◎ Compression ratio : (60 : 1)
◎ oil suction pipe diameter : 44mm
◎ oil suction pipe length : 985mm
◎ Working temperature : -10 ~ 50 ° C
◎Input air pressure : 90～110PSI
◎Output pressure : 5400～6600PSI
◎ Scope : 50 gallon oil drum, 200 liter oil drum, high viscosity grease and butter.
◎ Oil and gas separation : Oil will not be contaminated by moisture of compressed air.
◎ Airtight metal : Use metal replace of rubber. No gap is between the two metals which
replace rubber to seal gap. That can increase the service life because metal more wear-
resistant than rubber.
◎ Larger inlet : The inlet diameter of grease is larger that can reduce the probability that
the pump can't get grease. And there is a filter inside to reduce the malfunction caused by
foreign matter.

Accessories
The Hose is 1/4" two layer of steel wire mesh, 6 meters.
Air regulator, Grease drum cover, Grease plate with rubber, Grease gun.
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